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About This Game

Combat, romance, adventure, and of course—magic! Master four elements and take on fate itself in this epic, interactive
fantasy tale! Six possible endings. Four hours for a single playthrough. Three love interests. Countless choices. Male or female?

Leader or loner? Good or evil?

What kind of mage will you be?

"Fatehaven" is a 110,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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VR Driver page description was disapponting "Race your fast-paced racing car on specially prepared tracks" & "grip the
steering wheel and feel like a real driver" More like "feel boared out of your mind" driver.

I don't care if VR Drivers is an early access game it doesn't feel fast paced or feels like your real driver. There is no car
changability, manual shifting is a joke, A.I. opponents are dumb as f-word, no e-braking, the three tracks are boaring as heck,
the car you drive is boring. The three 3 others drive so dumb, each map is 3 laps long (9 laps in total). For Celestia sake there
isn't even a body in the car. How can you feel like a driver when your missing a body letter alone hands on the wheel and feet at
the petals. There is no animation of the shifter moving when gears change.

This game making me want to actually drive into a wall at 300mph not wearing a seatbelt.

You can't change sound or graphics. The only options you get is picking 1\/3 maps, 1\/2 shifting or exit game, that's it. There
basicaaly nothing to do in the game. All you do is drive on 1\/3 maps agenst 3 dumb A.I. opponents, that's it. Project cars or
Driver Club VR has better content and even have solo mode to practice your driving skills. They maybe more then $5 but you
get more out of your money.

The game is supposed to be in EAG for 3 months. In 3 months your going to add e-braking, better shifting mechanic, more cars,
more tracks, some sort of fourm in the car, better A.I. & more. Why even put the game out? Do what needs to be done, give
beta test keys for some players to test bugs\/glitches, fix the issues and then release the game and do updates along the way?

For the game being early access game, it had very little content to keep players interested. The game is priced at a $4.49 (10%
off) special & it's regualr price is $4.99. The game feels more like $1-$2.50 at best with the lack of content. You can't deny the
lack of content and even if the game is marketed for new vr driviners, they will get bored quickly. So I would have to give VR
Driver a 2\/10.

That's the Pony review for VR Drivers. I love the music, but I can find it on my Steam account (only my receipt). Help me
change this review to thumbs up!. Although the first chapter is quite short, as I finished all the alternate plots in less than 4
hours, it's a really beautiful and well-written visual novel!

The graphics and overall aestethic of the game are really nice. Animations are great and the artwork is beautiful.

There isn't a whole lot of different music in the game, but the sounds fit the VN well.

The game isn't too hard, though novices to the genre might have difficulties advancing or finding alternate storylines.
Remember that the save button is your friend to load and try other dialogue options for alternate branches!

Pros:
- Character design
- Storytelling
- Gameplay difficulty

Cons:
- Rather short

If you like visual novels, be sure to give The Crown of Leaves a chance. I, myself can't wait for Chapter 2!. During World War
II, a course to retrieve the mythical Spear of Destiny, destined to help people rule the world, is happening between Axis and
Allies. Agent Walker is sent to destroy it after it was localized in France. However, once there, she fell in a trap...

The Spear of Destiny... it's not the first time that I've heard about it: another casual adventure game has the same object in a
similar setting and I still remember that a similar artifact was one of the objectives of Lara Croft in Chronicles.

Agent Walker is another twist: while the Spear is found early, Nazis managed to retrieve it as she fell into a trap. The result is
the chase through a village and underground temples. However, the Spear of Destiny isn't the only thing: there is a colossus you
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need to finish as it's protecting the Spear and the machine that can destroy it is situated elsewhere. Some twists are also present,
though I would have preferrd more interaction with enemies and more explanations on the twist.

However, Agent Walker is pretty standard on the gameplay: hidden objects scenes to clear (relatively easy, though some items
are changing appearance), puzzles (also easy), find items, combine them, use them to advance. Some of the scenes are also with
silhouettes to find and to use (without forgetting the only puzzle thrown into the scene).

The graphics are good, but I would have preferred more World War II-related things: I could imagine Agent Walker captured or
travelling across Europe or even more confrontation with the real enemy. The soundtrack is good too.

Agent Walker: Secret Journey is an average game, not really the best in Artifex Mundi's catalogue (if they developed it, it would
have been better) but not the worst, far from it.. If u are a MK fan dont buy it. Just buy Shang, Sindel and Nightwolf as seperate
characters. This is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665fiesta with all this guest characters. If kombat pack 2 is the same thing: Dont
preorder it.. Even though the game is at its infancy, it can already provide lots of entertainment. It feels exactly like you would
expect it to feel, i.e. calming and cool. The zero g aspects and locomotion of this game are spot on, with the exception of the
home station having friction in movement for extra comfort when navigating the menu in the middle of the base.

The game's rough around the edges, but there are no game breaking bugs, and if there are, they get patched out very quickly.
There is lots of potential for the game as well, and considering the previous products of Overflow, they can be trusted in terms
of meeting it.

You can see from the trailer that the game relies on text-to-speech elements, which might make the game feel low quality, but
you eventually stop noticing it.

The game itself is difficult, but not in a bad way. Currently, Newbies might die a dozen times on their first playthrough, be it
from poor resource management or enemies.
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Cool zombie shooter. Sick enough to show to friends when they are asking if you have something to play. Nice black hummor.
no story and almost no sounds, i finished the game except for the last level which has a giant hole leaving it incompeletable. it is
not very fun and it does not have a story so it seems completely pointless.. Full disclosure i played the beta but DID buy the full
game myself.
This game is a great game with a simple premise that provides a great challenge. in the same vain as games like n++ Ra2 is
deffiatly a fun game with plenty of challges and some brutal levels(at least in the beta there was some brutal levels, i'm still early
on in full release).

I'd consider this a stripped down beautifully simple platform game with a unique control method that changes (goes from pull to
push) regularly enough to keep you on your tooes.

This is great if you want a challenging game but also if you want to distract yourself for a few mins at a time. most levels are
short but there are so many you'll have many hours of fun.

At the price set this game, in my opinion, is a steal and is most deffinatly worth buying to have loaded for whenever you are in
the mood or simply need to ocuply 10 mins where loading a normal game would take that long just to get into the game (be
aware of the time as you can easily loose yourself in it).

In case you havn't worked out this is a great game and well worth buying.. You play as a shopkeeper desperately trying to sell his
merchandise to a ponytailed\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 How he does this is he makes up a story about the item in
question that will appeal to the nature of said\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
If you fail to do so he will go away without buying anything only to come back the next day so you can take another crack.

The reason I'm explaining this is so the reader is left with no illusions. I understood the concept and the story, I just didn't think
they were adequete. It is a mini-game you would put into a much larger adventure game, not much more. To compare this to
either Monkey Island or The Twighlight Zone is making abit of a stretch.

The art is decent, the writing above average, the voice acting isn't brilliant but passable. The fact of the matter is that this isn't
much of a game however. There are no puzzles to solve, just a random process of trial and error.
This is a shame. One gets the feeling that the developer could of made something much more.
Hopefully they will in the near future, there is potential.. I love this game. It's a combo of Star Fox level selecting (minus the
secret paths), Asteroids, and Roguelikes. My only complaint with the game is I cannot play it w\/o a virtual machine (bc I have
Windows 10 baby).
Edit: I ended up fixing the game by running it in Windows 7 compatibility mode.. I got in the top ten on the leaderboard but
when I put in my 3 initials (or tried to) it was just bugging out and putting in the wrong letters. I am the NYA on the
leaderboard. I think its sixth place. But nobody will know its me except for the people who see this. Also, the controls are
terrible. It might just be my mouse, though it works great on every other game, but it just goes where it wants and doesnt do
what I tell it to do. For example, there are enemies behind me, so I move my mouse to get them, but my shots in the game don't
do what the mouse is saying. I even got this game for 75% off (I got a steam coupon from getting a badge) and I'm not satisfied.
This game is not worth any money.. Startide is a strangely boring shoot-'em-up, strongly reminiscent of the 2003 freeware title
Warning Forever mechanically but much slower-paced, to its detriment. Essentially the entire game is fighting bosses by
destroying them part-by-part from the extremities inward, since only the outermost parts on a limb take any damage, with the
scaling falling off such that hitting any part other than the two outermost is almost worthless.

So, it's all about slowly circling enemies, minimizing the amount of hits you take, and slowly wearing them down. Of course,
with a system where you both regenerate health and destroy the boss's weapons as you fight, this means that essentially all stages
get easier as they go on, which contributes to the tedious feeling. Likewise, there's not all that much difference between stages -
some will have time limits, and some will have breaks for asteroid fields (which are to your advantage, since you regenerate
health and super bar during this time), and as you go on you fight five different alien races, three of which have their own
gimmicks, two of which matter - except for stages where you are attacking supply trains, which are similar (you still destroy
armed parts coming off the train, from the outside in, then destroy the "core" that contains the supplies) but involve different
enough mechanics that they at least feel like something different.

Startide is also not free of minor issues that I felt dragged the game down. The biggest one is that I felt the 4th alien race was the
hardest to fight by far, which made the entire end of the game where you fought the 5th race feel very anticlimactic. Another is
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that, instead of getting notably harder (except when you fight the 4th race) or more interesting, stages just require you to fight
more bosses in a row, which increases both the likelihood that you'll mess up and die sometime during them, and makes you
have to replay even more when you die. The least and silliest gripe is that the game gave me a giant laser cannon with only one
fight left before the rest of the game was fighting the 5th race, and due to how the mechanics interact, the giant laser cannon is
useless against the 5th and final race of aliens.

Ultimately, I don't think I was expecting tedium from a shoot-'em-up. It's a genre with quite a few bad entries, but few boring
ones, but Startide somehow managed to be. Check out Warning Forever instead, it's a significantly more fun freeware take on
many of the same ideas.

(Postscript: Startide has a workshop functionality, but I felt it was somewhat limited in terms of being able to create interesting
things due to fairly low "cost" limits, hopelessly degenerate designs like my Invincible are quite possible, and there's no real ship
design community for the game. It's at least fairly easy to use, but I didn't think it was notable in any way.). Just get the full
game...
The sounds are very, very bad in this version
Only one fall animation
Otherwise not bad, but still just get the full game.
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